Dear friends and colleagues,
The EUROSON 2015 meeting was held in Athens, on November 6 - 8 with great success. More than 900 delegates participated from 54 countries. There were 10 Categorical Courses, 12 Refresher Courses, 10 Practical workshops, 5 Satellite Symposia, 2 lunch time symposia, a special course for students and 2 „EFSUMB meets” meetings, one with Latvia and one with Romania.

Together with the scientific programme there was a rich social programme as well. Thanks to it people got closer and both individuals and teams (professional, national etc) got acquainted and ideas for future collaboration were developed.

Looking forward to future scientific events on ultrasonography
On behalf of the HSUMB Board

I.Mastorakou  MD, MSc (Ultrasound), PhD, EBCR